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Introduction ΦTP2

I `+`− → X “factories” require high precision at high energies
∵ small cross sections ∝ 1/s (except for Z-peak)
∴ very large (integrated) luminosities

I additional requirement: precise knowledge of initial state

dσ
dΦ

(s,Φ) =
∑
λ1,λ2

∫
dx1dx2

dσ(0)
λ1λ2

dΦ
(s, x1, x2,Φ)Dλ1(s, x1)Dλ2(s, x2)︸                      ︷︷                      ︸

Dλ1λ2(s, x1, x2)

I polarization

I polarized sources
I beam dynamics

I energy spread

I perturbative ISR
I nonperturbative beam interactions
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Non/Perturbative ISR ΦTP2

I perturbative contribution to Dλ1(s, x1) (ISR - initial state radiation)

e−

e+

X

X̄

I depends on the scale of the hard process
I can be computed systematically in perturbative QED
I enhanced infrared and collinear logarithms can be resummed

systematically
I must be matched to radiation in the hard matrix element to avoid

double counting or gaps in the phase space
∴ can and must be handled by the event generators for the hard

“partonic” scattering process
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Non/Perturbative Beamstrahlung ΦTP2

I dense bunches of charged particles, as required for high luminosities at
linear colliders with single bunch crossings

I produce strong electromagnetic fields
∴ EM fields deflect charged particles in the opposing bunch
I deflected beams will emit bremsstrahlung

I christened beamstrahlung, to distinguish it from ISR
[Blankenbecler, Drell, Bell, Jacob, Wu, Chen, Yokoya, 1987ff]

I ab-initio description of beamstrahlung outside of the scope of event
generators for the hard “partonic” process

∵ depends on bunch shapes and beam optics
∵ completely independent of the hard partonic process
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Non/Perturbative Beamstrahlung ΦTP2

I non-trivial and non-linear electrodynamical effects responsible for
beamstrahlung can be simulated by tracking electrons and photons
through a bunch crossing:
I CAIN [Yokoya 1994ff]
I Guinea-Pig [Schulte 1996ff]

I results

I significant background from beamstrahlung photons
I typical energy loss of e±-beams large enough to require inclusion in

physics simulations for linear e+e−-colliders
I not just gaussian energy spreads
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Non/Perturbative Beam Dynamics ΦTP2

I simulations for CLIC
I simulation of crossings of idealized gaussian bunches not enough
I distortion of bunch shapes from acceleration and transport important

I FCC-ee with many bunch crossings

I bunches less dense
∴ single bunch crossing beamstrahlung not very important
I open question w/o consensus yet: what is the effect of the repeated

transport through interaction region?

I special case µ+µ−

I beamstrahlung probably negligible (e. g. 0.2 photons of 1.8 MeV per
µ± at 10 TeV)

I realistic energy distribution after cooling: gaussian? width?

I need “blessed” (x1, x2) samples for different designs

beam-beam simulations must undergo
quality control from accelerator physicists
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CIRCE & friends TESLA ΦTP2
I physics event generators need energy distribution functions D(x1, x2)

and/or a stream of random numbers (x1, x2) distributed accordingly

I problem: one run of CAIN or Guinea-Pig will produce a set of events of
fixed, but a priori unknown size (depending nonlinearly on grids, macro
particles, &c.)

∴ wanted: parametrization of CAIN and Guinea-Pig output that allows
efficient generation of an arbitrary set of random numbers with the same
distribution

I “back in the TESLA glory days”, distributions appeared simple enough for
a well behaved family of distribution functions:

CIRCE [Ohl, 1997]: “seven real numbers to rule them all”
I Factorized 6-parameter ansatz (where pi ∈ {e±,γ})

Dp1p2(x1, x2) = dp1(x1)dp2(x2)

with δ-peaks for unaffected electrons/positrons and β-distributions for the
integrable singularities at x→ 1 and x→ 0, as suggested by theory

de±(x) = a0δ(1 − x) + a1x
a2(1 − x)a3

dγ(x) = a4x
a5(1 − x)a6
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CIRCE & friends after TESLA ΦTP2
I while the low energy tail can still be described by power laws, the peak

looks much more complicated at CLIC (wakefields &c):
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I CIRCE1 parameterizations are no longer adequate
I NB: even worse for γγ and e−γ collisions at a photon collider
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CIRCE & friends after TESLA ΦTP2

I we have to give up

I factorization:
Dp1p2(x1, x2) , dp1(x1)dp2(x2)

I simple power laws:

Dp1p2(x1, x2) 6∝ xα1
1 (1 − x1)

β1xα2
2 (1 − x2)

β2

I delta functions for unaffected particles
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CIRCE & friends CIRCE2: Adapting Grids ΦTP2
I adapted 2-dimensional grid and smoothed histograms

CIRCE2 [Ohl, 2002ff]

I two parts

I Fortran (and C++) API for Monte Carlo reading from a small ASCII
file

I lumi = circe2_distribution (x1, x2): energy distributions
for integration

I call circe2_generation (x1, x2): efficient event generation

to be called by WHIZARD and others
I circe2_tool as a end-user tool for generating parameterizations

from CAIN and Guinea-Pig output

I bin size of grid must be adapted

∵ distributions are very steep
∵ ASCII file should remain small (see next slide)

I histograms must be smoothed

∵ limited statistics from CAIN or Guinea-Pig
∴ monitor smoothing to avoid oversmoothing
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CIRCE & friends CIRCE2: Adapting Grids ΦTP2
I iterations = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8:

(171.306 Guinea-Pig events in 10.000 bins)
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CIRCE & friends CIRCE2: Gaussian Smearing of Histograms ΦTP2
I iterations = 0 and smooth = 0, 3, 5:

I iterations = 2 and smooth = 0, 3, 5:

I iterations = 4 and smooth = 0, 3, 5:
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Things to Come ΦTP2

Observation by Graham Wilson

I beamstrahlung builds up during a bunch crossing

I expect a stronger effect at the tail end of a bunch
I fortunately, Guinea-Pig can provide this information and Graham

confirmed a noticable effect at
√
s = 250 GeV, by binning the collisions in

3 bins for z

Graham Wilson: Beam Spectrum - zvertex Correlations

Of import to MDI and physics studies generally

Vertex z measured with µm
precision in µ+µ− events

The beam spectra depend
on z as beamstrahlung
emission increases during
the bunch crossing

New handle to understand
beamstrahlung/luminosity
spectrum

Beamstrahlung / z-Vertex Effects Explained (slide added)

Divide interactions in 3 equi-probability parts according to zPV . Preferentially
1 e+e− collisions occuring more on the initial e− side (z < 0)
2 e+e− collisions mostly central
3 e+e− collisions preferentially on the initial e+ side (z > 0)

The beamstrahlung tail grows and the peak shrinks for e− as z increases, and, for
e+ as z decreases. In both cases, the largest beamstrahlung tail occurs when the
interacting e− or e+ has on average traversed more of the opposing bunch.

Thus both
√
s and pz = E− − E+ distributions depend on z . Likely needs to be

taken into account for
√
s, dL/d

√
s, Higgs recoil, kinematic fits ...

Graham W. Wilson (University of Kansas) ILCX2021 Workshop October 27, 2021 31 / 36

This accelerator beam-beam effect is NOT included in physics simulations.
May be important/useful to incorporate this z aspect in Higgs recoil and

kinematic fit studies etc.

Graham Wilson EW Summary, ILCX2021 October 28, 2021 9 / 9

I NB: transversal dependence also expected due to the particle density
profile, but transversal position will probably not be resolved
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Conclusions ΦTP2

I CIRCE2 as a powerful, yet convenient, bridge between beam simulation
and event generation

I allows to produce application specific parametrizations

I precise and smooth high energy peaks for threshold scans (e.g. tt̄)
I more uniform bins for background studies

I is available from http://whizard.hepforge.org/

I as part of WHIZARD
I also as standalone package

I CIRCE3 will support 3D distributions: (x1, x2, z)
I a more friendly quality control tool for endusers will be made available

I grid adaption
I histograms smoothing
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Conclusions in progress ΦTP2

I public repository of “blessed” samples of (x1, x2) pairs
I can be used by analytic approaches for parameter fitting

I quality controlled CIRCE2 parametrizations

I can be read directly by WHIZARD for used by analytic approaches
for parameter fitting

I exists at https://whizard.hepforge.org/circe_files/

I CLIC
I ILC (update to new parameters?)
I CEPC (update to new parameters?)

I needs to be done for

I FCC-ee
I µ+µ−

which require access to simulations beyond CAIN and Guinea-Pig
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